38. SC, AMZON to FBM for SC, Washington, [SECRET]
   31 March 1947
   [SECRET]

   TO:       FBM for SC, Washington
   FROM:    SC, AMZON
   SUBJECT: LESCHINSKY
   REF:     W-817

   1) Early in February a former German Abwehr agent named LESCHINSKY contacted [SECRET] at Munich and
   invited him to collaborate with "American army intelligence". LESCHINSKY stated that he had been commissioned
   by a major from a Third army unit stationed in Stuttgart to find five gifted men to be trained in an American
   radio school, equipped with radio sets, and sent into the USSR to establish a W/T net. In addition, he was to con-
   duct anti-Soviet counter-intelligence work in the American Zone. LESCHINSKY suggested that [SECRET] help him in
   this latter project, in return for which he would be well paid, supplied with various operational items, and given
   travelling facilities within the American and British Zones.

   2) The American major's offer and LESCHINSKY's extension of it to other persons was commonly known at the
   UNRRA Camp at Mittenwald, Bavaria, where LESCHINSKY visited.

   3) It has been ascertained that the "American major" is an operative of the [SECRET] project.
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